
Ladies and gentleman,  
 
First of all I would like to thank Mr. Gualtieri, chairman of the committee, and you all 
for the opportunity to share my opinion on the topic of Bank Structural Reform. 
I really appreciate that also small banks can participate in this debate. 
 
I would like to share my ideas on the following topics: 

1. Which activities on the financial market are essential for banks in order to 
continue to serve their customers? 

2. What about other financial market activities? 
3. The reasons why to limit activities, in order to secure financial stability but 

also to avoid market distortion en unlevel playing field.  
 
Bank J.Van Breda & C° is a small retail bank specialized in financial services for 
SME’s and liberal professions. As we are entirely customer focused, our transactions 
in the financial markets are very limited, but not unexisting. Let me give some 
examples: 
 

As a bank for SME we assist our customers in international trade finance. 
E.g. an SME that will receive the payment of a USD invoice within three 
months has a need to fix an USD/EUR exchange rate in the future in order to 
protect his profit margin on a commercial transaction. We service our 
customers in this field, and we systematically hedge the positions that result 
from customer transactions with counterparties on the financial market.  
Some argue that structurally reforms will automatically have a negative 
impact on servicing companies with trade and commodity finance. I do not 
agree. We combine our customer services in this field without proprietary 
trading nor speculation. Of course, from a practical point of view we have 
some small open positions that result from customer transactions. E.g. we 
wait until we have an open position of 200.000 USD before we go to the 
financial market to hedge the position. But we systematically hedge as soon 
as this amount is reached. Let me be very clear on this: we never maintain 
open positions because we want to speculate that the USD will go up or down 
within the next hours or days. Whatever the future evolution of whatever 
currency, even if the EUR/USD halves to 0,60 or lower or rises to 2,50 or 
higher, it will not impact results. 
 
This implies off course that my colleagues active in forex services for 
customers have neither variable remuneration neither targets on their 
financial market activities.  
If our head of forex services can organize his activity without any forex risk for 
the bank, I do not see reason why other institutions could not do so 
 

 In servicing the economy the bank sector has a role as market maker, we 
have to provide liquidity. If we want that our customers can obtain USD-notes 
in our branches at any time, this can imply some open positions in USD. 
If Bank J.Van Breda hedges the open position that results from customer 
transactions with counterparty, this can result in an open position for the 
counterparty bank. Limited open positions are necessary for market making, 
to provide liquidity en to reduce volatility. But they may not be an alibi for 
trading activities organized in order to realize results that depends on 
successful or less successful speculation on the financial markets.  

 
 



The balance sheet of Bank J.Van Breda & C° is very simple and very customer 
focused: on the liability side 10% of equity (where the European average is below 
5%) and 90% of customer deposits, transformed on the asset side in 80% customer 
loans and 20%  bonds as a liquidity buffer.  
Since we need a liquidity buffer we buy government bonds and as a diversification 
also a proportion of high quality corporate bonds. In this portfolio we carry out 
financial transactions. We do not only buy but also sell bonds. E.g. when we believe 
that interest rates will remain low we sell bonds in order to reinvest in bonds with a 
longer maturity. The interest rate risk that results from the composition of our bond 
portfolio is closely monitored by the supervisor, so I think everybody agrees that 
banks can remain active on the bond market as part of their ALM (asset & liability 
management). 

 
But the fact that all banks manage a bond portfolio as a liquidity buffer may not be an 
alibi for unlimited trading activities on all financial markets. When you as a customer 
are afraid of the volatility of the equity market and prefer to put your money on a bank 
account, you do not want that the bank invests your deposit in equities. Customer 
deposits are the fuel for the credit activity of a bank and not for trading activities.  
 
Some argue that proprietary trading has to be allowed as long as it is not financed 
with the customer deposits but with the equity of the bank. In my opinion the equity of 
a bank serves as a safety buffer to absorb unforeseen credit losses. And a safety 
buffer needs to be sound, thus very conservatively invested! 
What about investment of the excess of equity of the bank in e.g. stocks or venture 
capital? In my opinion the shareholder of the bank must have the decision-making 
authority  on this. An excess of equity that will not be invested in the growth of the 
commercial banking activity has to be distributed to the shareholder so that he can 
decide on the investment of his money. 
 
Proprietary trading is based on the principle that intelligent people will make a profit 
by taking open positions on the financial markets. It can be dangerous that this kind 
of activity is financed with customer deposits, other debt or even equity.  
When traders beat the market this can give a boost to the return on equity of a 
financial institution. But when the market beats the traders there is a threat for 
financial stability.  
Moreover in the past we have seen institutions where the poor performance of the 
commercial banking was compensated by the good results of the trading room. This 
can lead to market distortion and unlevel playing fields for banks that do not oppose 
their customer deposits to the risks of proprietary trading. 
 
 
Ladies and gentleman, I am proud to be a banker. Because the traditional 
commercial banking activity of transforming customer deposits into customer loans 
adds a lot of value to our society. This activity involves some transactions on the 
financial markets: the management of the bond portfolio as the liquidity buffer of the 
bank, the hedging of the positions that result from trade and commodities finance 
services to SME’s, the open positions that result from market making and providing 
liquidity. A banking reform has to distinguish these activities from activities that do not 
belong in a commercial bank: proprietary trading financed with customer deposits, 
equity or even debt. Such a banking reform will not only strengthen financial stability 
but also create more level playing field in banking services.  
 
 


